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The

PORT OF ADEN
ANNUAL
195 0
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IRELAND (Aden)

LTD.

Camp, Aden
MANUFACTURERS' REPRESENTATIVES

Representing_
HERBERT WHITWORTH LTD. (Textiles)

C. & E. MORTON LTD.

CADBURY-FRY EXPORT DEPARTMENT

BRYLCREEM PRODUCTS LTD.

COUNTY PERFUMERY CO. LTD.

J. C. ENO LTD.

PRICHARD & CONSTANCE (MFG.) LTD.

MACLEANS LTD.

HERCULES CYCLE & MOTOR CO. LTD.

SLAZENGERS LTD.

JAS. WILLlAMSON & SON LTD.

VONO LTD.

BOOTH'S DISTILLERIES LTD.

H. C. STEPHENS LTD.

WM. SINCLAIR & SONS (STATIONERS) LTD .

NUGGET POLISH CO. (SALES) LTD.

TAN-SAD LTD.

REMINGTON RAND INe.

RECKITT & COLMAN LTD.

BEECHAM (NORTHERN) LTD.

S. NOTON LTD.

EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.

WM. R. TODD & SON LTD.

RABONE PETERSEN & CO. LTD.

N. V. POLAK & SCHWARZ'S, SAANDAM

BROWN & PANK
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MITCHELL COTTS & . CO
(MIDDLE EAST) LTO
Registered Office:

(Incorporated in

ANGLO-FRENCH HOUSE,
2, QUEEN ANNE'S GATE,
LONDON , S.W.I.

ENGLAND)

WORLD WIDE TRADERS, COAL CONTRACTORS, SHIPPING AGENTS,
PASSENGER & TRAVEL AGENTS,. AND STEVEDORES .
With Affiliated Companies &.. Offices in :
Addis Ababa
Alexandria
Asmara
Assab
Beira
Beirut
Benghazi
Berbera
BirminBham
Bloemfontein
Bulawayo
Cairo
Capetown
Chu'!}'a
Damascus
Dar-es-Salaam
Derna
Diredawa

Djibouti
Durban
East London
Elizabethville
EIObeid
Gedarif
Genoa
Haifa
HarBeisa
Hassaheisa
Hodeida
Jedda
Johannesburg
Kampala
Khartoum
Kuala Lumpur
Lourenco Marques
London

FOUNDED

All enquiries to: VIRGINIA

1895

Malta
Massawa
Mikindani
Milan
Mogadishu
Mombasa
Mte Mtwara
Nairobi
Naple5
Ndola
New York
Omdurman
Por~ Elizabeth
Port Said
Port Sudan
Pretoria
Rome
Ruiru

Salisbury
Sencife
Shendi
Singapore
Singa &. Es Suki
Suakin
Suez
Tanga
Tobruk
Tokar
Trieste
Tripo]i
Vmta]i
Vankouver
Wadi Ha!fa
Wad Medani
Worcester
Zanzibar

HOUSE, Ma alIa, Aden

Telephones
GENERAL OFFICE

FOR AIR BOOKINGS :

Shipping
and Insurance Service Station

Crater

52 0

Steamer Point

3 20

Airport

H7
CVS-3J1
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A. BESSE & Co. (Aden)

LTD.

REPRESENTING

THE SHEL L COM PAN Y OF ADE N LTD.
Austin Motor Export Corpor ation
Associa ted British Oil Engines (Export ) Ltd.
Carrier Corpor ation
Chrysle r Corpor ation
Ciba Ltd.
Doratub e & Wire Ltd.
Francol or
Goodye ar Tyre & Rubber Co. Ltd.
Imperia l Chemic al Industri es Ltd.
Interna tional Marine Radio Co. Ltd.
Interna tional Paints Ltd.
Ke lvin a tor Ltd.
Kodalt Ltd.
Nash Kelvina tor Corpor ation
Philips Lamps & Radios
Underw ood Corpor ation
Willys Overlan d Export C o rporatio n

NATIONALITIES.
REPAIRS TO RADIO EQUIPMENT ON VESSELS OF ALL
ELECTRICAL
REFRIGERATION SPARES & SERVICE. LAMPS, CABLES, FANS.
WORKSHOPS.
EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENTS. MODERN MOTOR & GENERAL
TELEPHONE: No. 446

CABLES: BESSE ADEN

~

THE HALAL SHIPPING CO., LTD.
OFF£RS

FR£IGHT

& PASS£NG£R

SE.RVIC£S

FROM ADEN & THE RED SEA -TO ALL PORTS OF THE WORLD
SHIPOWNERS' CHARTERERS' FREIGHT CONTRACTORS' LIGHTERMEN . STEVEDORES . WAREHOUSEMEN
SHIPPING, FORWARDING, CLEARING, CA'RGO SURVEYING AND SUPERINTENDING AGEN')'S

AGENTS FOR

BRANCHES & AGENCIES
ALEXANDRIA:
ASSAB :
BERBERAH :
BEYROUTH :
DJEDDAH :
DJIBOUTI:
HAIFA:
HODEIDAH :
MASSA WA :
MOGADISCIO:
MUKALLA:
PORT SUDAN:
PORT SAID)
I :
SUEZ

D. C. Pitellos & Co.
A. Besse & CO.
A. Besse & Co.
H. Chidiac & Co.
Mohamed Fazil Abdulla Arab
Halal Shipping Co., Ltd.
H. Chidiac & Co.
A. Besse & Co.
HalaI Shipping Co., Ltd.
A. Besse & Co.
Abdurazak Ahmedbhoy & Co.
Ahmed Said Baasher
Wm. Stapledon & Sons

WORI(SHOPS .

.

, HALAL,' Aden
Cables: 'BESSE,' Aden

Regist~red

AGENCE MARITIME INTERNATIONALE
AMERICAN EXPORT LINES INC.
AMERICAN PRESIDENT LINES
ANGLO-SAXON PETROLEUM CO., LTD.
EAST ASI~TIC CO., LTD., COPENHAGEN
EAGLE OIL & SHIPPING CO., LTD.
GLEN LINE, LTD.
HOLLAND-OOST-AZIE LIJN
INDIA STEAMSHIP CO., LTD.
PARRY NAVIGATION CO., INC.
SWEDISH EAST ASIA CO., LTD.,
W. A. SOUTER & CO., LTD.
WATERMAN STEAMSHIP CORP.
WILH. WILHELMSEN, etc. , etc.

Office:

106 WESTON STREET,
LONDON~ S.E. 1

j

Managing Agents:

A. BESSE & CO. (ADEN) LTD.

' REPAIRS

DRYDOCK

Length: 347'
Breadth 69'
Draft on Sill: 18'
Lifting Capacity: 2,000 tons
WELDING EQUIPMENT & ELECTRIC LIGHTING

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

TO SHIPS HULLS, ENGINES & BOILERS
under fully qualified European supervision

Agents for: INTERNATIONAL PAINTS LTD.
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Telephone : ADEN 250

Cables : MARTALUMIN

The Crown Alulllinium Worl(s
BRAND
Seal of Guarantee

The Pioneer ~Ianufaeturers
of the Famous Crown Brand Aluminium in the EAST
M anaging Director

RAI BAHADUR HIMCHAND K . SHAH

Factories:
(JAL(JUTTA ~
BOMBAY
MADRAS
RANGOON
ADEN

DIRECT YOUR

ENQU~RIES

to

JEEWANLAL (1929) LTD.
ADEN (Arabia)
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Branches:
RANGOON
MADRAS . RAJAHMUNDRY
~~DEN
DELHI
BO~IBAY

The new 24,000 ton CHUSAN
to be co~pleted in 1950.

For more than a hundred years the. P. & O. flag
has been seen in the port of Aden. First came
the HINDOST AN of 2,000 tons, pride of the
fleet in 1843; today the 28,000 ton HIMALA YA
calls regularly and by the middle of 1950, the
CHUSAN of 24,000 tons will be in service.
PENINSULAR AND ORIENTAL STEAM NAVIGATION CO.
HEAD OFFICE: 122 LEADEN HALL STREET, LONDON, E.C.3.
ADEN OFFICE: STEAMER POINT.
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AGENT: MR.

J.

HARLEY.

PA UL HI ES &
POST AL ADDR ESS -

~
SO NS (A DE N) LI MI TE D
(Incorpo rated in Aden)

Dead Office : (JRATER~ ADEN

•

Shipp ing' Office : BARR A(JK HILL~ ADEN

SHIPO WNER S ~ SHIPP ING AGENTS • STEVEDORES
GENER AL MERCHANTS • IMPOR TERS· :EXPO RTERS •
AND TRANS IT AGENTS
THE BOARD OF FRENC H UNDER WRITE RS
OF
S
AGENT
SURVEYING
ALL CLASSES OF INSURANCE INCLU DING MARIN E
AGENTS OF THE SOUTH BRITIS H INSURANCE COMPANY FOR
With Branche s and Affiliate d Companies in:
ETHIO PIA - Addis Abeba, Dessie, Djimmah , Dire-Dawa
,,'RENC H SOMAL ILAND - Djibouti
BRITIS H SOMAL ILAND - Berberah , Hargeisha
YEMEN - Hodeida h

REPR ESENT ING
As Shipping Agents

As Merchan ts:
(Pontiac, -Oldsmobile & GMC Trucks)
CORP.
S
MOTOR
AL
GENER

CIE. DES MESSA GERIES MARIT IMES
CIE. DE TRANS PORTS OCEAN IQUES
CIE. MARIT IME DES CHARG EURS REUNIS
CIE. GENER ALE TRANS ATLAN TIQUE
L. DREYF US & CIE.
MIDDL E EAST COAST AL SERVIC ES LTD., FAMAG USTA
AMERI CAN HAWAI IAN STEAM SHIP CO., NEW YORK
THE MONTR EAL SHIPPI NG CO., LTD., MONTR EAL
VLASSO PULO BROTH ERS LTD., LONDO N
POLAR STEAM SHIP CORPO RATION , NEW YORK
BOE & PEDER SEN, OSLO

CITROE N CARS LTD., ENGLA ND
SOCIET E ANONY ME ANDRE CITROE N, PARTS
UNITED STATES RUBBE R EXPOR T CO., LTD. (Tyres & Tubes)
SERVEJ--, INC. (Refrigerators)
EUTEC TIC WELDI NG ALLOY S CO., INC. ,(Welding Rods & Fluxes)
DOLFU S MIEG & CIE. (D.M.C. Threads)
FOPEX (Foca Cameras)
SOLEX LTD. (Carburettors)
BUNGE & CO., LTD.

Illotor "essel s which are fully insur ed at Lloyd s
Reg'u lar Ser"ic e to all Red Sea POI·ts assur ed by our
GERIE" ADEN.
CABLE ADDRE SS-Hea d Office: "RIES" ADEN.

Shippin g:" MAURI ES" ADEN.
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"MESSA

Tal{e-off !
From the Mass of B. O. A. C.' s
30 years experience and tradition
a. new airline is born.
Linking far-flung territories into a
single network, ADEN AIRWAYS
now takes off on its own wings to
serve you.
Regular Services between: Aden.
Mukeiras, Mukalla, Kamararr, Asmara, Assab, Djibouti, Addis-Abeba,
Hargeisha, Mogadishu, N air 0 b i,
Jedda, Port-Sudan, Khartoum,
Cairo.
Immediate connections with all

·~.:~::2J~::::::::,,:arts

of the world.

~ADEN

'AIRWAYS
A

SUI S I D I A R Y

0 F

I.O.A.C

Information & Bookings: Aden Airways Ltd.
Crater, Aden:. Tel. 224 and all approved Travel Agents~
9

,/

Telegraphic Address: KAIKY

Established 1840

Phone No. 2()2

ADEN
,

MUNCHERJEE EDULJEE MANECI(JEE
(Sole Proprietor: KAIKY MUNCHERJEE)

Shipchandler and General Merchant
Sole Shipchandler to FRENCH, ITALIAN, DUTCH, RUSSIAN, & GERMAN Navies

SUPPLIER of PROVISIONS, DECK and ENGINE ROOM
STORES to all MERCHANT SHIPPING

Holder of decorations in recognition of meritorious services in the past from the following:

H.M. QUEEN VICTORIA-January 1877-CERTIFICATE OF HONOUR
2. EMPEROR NAPOLEON III OF FRANCE-February 1863- GOLD MEDAL
. 3. FRENCH GOVERNME'N T-December 1947-"NICHAN ~IFT IKHAR" MEDAL
1.

MUSEUM of
ANTIQUITIES

•

•

IF YOU ARE IN ADEN, DON'T FAIL TO SEE THE MUSEUM
OF ANTIQUITIES OF ANCIENT ARABIA (2,400 YEARS OLD)
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•

•

MERMAID,
ON SHOW

Special ities :
RADIOS
COFFEE BEANS
PERSIAN CARPETS

INDIAN CARPETS
GHEE
TIMBER
BEDSTEADSetc .

CONTACT THE SOLE AGENTS IN ADEN, Etc.

Said Ahmed O. Bazara & Bros.

•
Telephone:
No. 246

IMPORTERS & EXPORTERS • GENERAL MERCHANTS & COMMISSION AGENTS

ADEN • A -R ABIA
11

Cable Address:
"AlETI HAD"

CO RY BR OT HE R·S &

co.,

LT D.

INCORPORATED IN GREAT BRITAIN

ADE N
BARBADOS
BUENOS AIRES
COLOM BO
GENOA

ALGIERS
BAHIA
BAHIA BLANCA

MADRID
MONTE VIDEO
PARIS
PERNAM BUCO

LA PLATA
LAS PALMAS
MADEIRA
MARSEILLES

ANCHO R LINE LIMITED
BANK LINE LIMITED
CLAN LINE LIMITED
CITY LINE LIMITED
CUNAR D WHITE STAR LIMITED
ELLERM AN& BUCKN ALL S.S. Co., Ltd.
HALL LINE LIMITED
HARRISC>N, THOS. & JAS.
HARRISON,

J.

&

c.

HOGAR TH, H. & SON

ST. VI NCENT (CVI)
SUEZ
TANGIE R

DIAMOND

DOUBLE

Shipping Agencies include

PORT SAID
RIO DE JANEIRO
ROSARIO
SANTQS

COA L BUN KER ING
CON TRA CTO RS
SHIP PING & GENERAL
AGE NTS
STEVEDORES ·

Representing

INSU RAN CE BROKERS

AMERICAN BUREAU
SHIPPING

AND

SHIP REPAIRERS

STAND ARD VACUU M OIL CO.
ROYAL EXCHA NGE
ASSURANCE CORP.
MARINE ASSURANCE CO.
BOARD of UNDERWRITERS
of NEW YORK

of

BUREAU VERITAS
REPRESENTING

AGENTS FOR

POWELL DUFFRYN (AIR) LTD

BRITISH OVERSEAS AIRWAYS CORPORATION
12

World Wide Bunkering Service

CORY BROTHERS
AND COMPANY LIMITED
COAL & OIL BUNKERING CONTRACTORS
COAL SUPPLIERS

SHIPPING & GENERAL AGENTS

HEAD OFFICE: CORYS' BUILDINGS, BUTE ST., CA RDI.FF
LONDON OFFICE: CORYS'BUILDINGS, ST. MARY AXE, LONDON, E.C.3
BRANCH OFFICES AT
LIVERPOOL • HULL . GLASGOW· NEWCASTLE·ON.TYNE • SWANSEA

Depots _dI Offices
ADEN
ALG IERS

*

BAHIA
BAHIA BLANCA

BARBADOS
B UENOS AIRES
COLOMBO
GENOA

LA PLATA
LAS PALMAS
MADEIRA
MARSE ILLES

*

MADRID
M ONTEVIDEO
PARIS
PERNAMBUCO

*

.*

PORT SAID
RIO DE JA NEIRO
ROSARIO
SANTOS

*

*

ST VINCENT (CV I)
SUEZ
TANGIER
TENERIFFE

L1oyd's Agents

The Company operates its own oil iflStalJations at:- COIWTON (Port of London) . BARRY (BrIStol Channel)
LAS PA LM AS,

PORT SAID and ST . VINCENT (CVI).

AGENTS AT OTHER PRINCIPAL PORTS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.
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BA NK ING
••• • •

\ ........ f·
....

TW O

IN

CO NTI NEN TS
With this geographical distribution the

t •••••••••

!1. . ~::~. . . . ..

National Bank of India Ltd. is particularly
well placed to provide market information
and a full range of banking facilities for
all those interested in trade or industrial
development in these territories.

quiries are welcomed at the Head Office

Ce'ntres

of Commerce

of the Bank at the address given below .

The network of branches operated by the

NAT ION AL BAN K OF IND IA LIMITED
, TANGAN YIKA, ZANZIBA R and ADEN
covers INDIA, PAKISTA N, CEYLON , BURMA, KENYA, UGANDA

Bankers

to

the

Govern ment

HEAD OFFICE : 26, Bishopsg ate, London, E.C.2.

En-

in

Aden,

Kenya

Colony,

General Manager : T. T. K. Allan.
London Manager : W . Kerr.
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Zanziba r

and

Uganda

Deputy Gen'eral Manager : N. W . Chisholm .

Aden Port Trust
BOARD

OF

TR USTEES

Chairman:
THE HON. T. HICKINBOTHAM, C.I.E., O.B.E.
Members:

The Hon. Khan Bahadur Sir Mohamed .
Abdul Kadir Mackawee, K.B.E.

The Hon. R. P. Errington

The Hon. Dinshaw H. C. Dinshaw, O. B.E.

Wing Commander A. Marr, R.A.F.

Mr. Jack Harley

Mr. N. B. Lawson

Mr. W. T. Cruickshank

Mr. Abdul Jawad Hassanali

Mr. G. R. Wad dell

Capt. R. Dwyer

Lieut. Commander. N. R. Quill, R.N.

Officers:
PORT OFFICER ..... . .......... Lieut. Commander P. L. S. Baxendale, R .N.R. (Retd.)
PORT ENGINEER ..... '. ........ . ........ . . . ... Mr. A. Gray, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E.
WHARF SUPERINTENDENT ................. . ......... . .... Mr. J . R. Allan
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The

If)orld~s

finest

BALLPOINT PENS
From these Biro models, you will find a ballpoint pen
to suit all tastes and every writing requirement.

BIRO DE LUXE
A truly magnificent pen styled by Asprey's of
Bond Street. In grey, black or maroon with cap
and mountings in gold on solid silver.

BIRO
Its smart, graceful styling and
pleasing colours - grey, black,
maroon-are as modern as they
are attractive. Available with
either a cap in golden oronite or
in plastic to match the case.

_ Used in workshop, factory, office and school,
Biro Minor saves time and money. In four
colours, red, green, blue and black, the inks
match the colours of the case.
Slim, elegant and neat, you can
choose from four colours: blue,
grey, maroon and black. The cap
is in gleaming silvery argenite.

BIR,O MATI(:
REFILL SERVICE IN 63 COUNTRIES

The Biro automatic pen. Gentle pressure
on the end- stud brings the ballpoint into
writing position and further pressure
retracts the ballpoint into the case. Obtainable in rolled gold or rhodium-plated cases.

pens for your thoughts

____________________D_is_tr_ib_u_to_rs_in_A_d_e_n_:_M_I_T_C
__
H_E_L_L__C_O
__T_T_S~(M
__._E~.)~L~T
__D_.~,_V_I_R_G_I_N__
IA__H
__O_U
__S_E~,_M
__A_A_L_A~,_A_D
__E_N__________________ 60IS
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Port of Aden Ann uaI
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Steamer Point, Aden

...

WHAT is a Port Trust? How does it function?
Questions
which are often asked, so often in fact that there must be
many 'people who have no conception of this particular form
of port management. It is proposed to try and answer the
question by outlining the constitution of the Trust and briefly
describing the operation of the Board.
The Government of India decided many years ago that the
most satisfactory method of port management was on the
lines of the Port of London Authority, and by Acts duly
passed by the different Provincial Legislatures concerned,
brought into being a Committee or Board for each of the
major ports to whom was entrusted its management. Bombay,
Calcutta, Karachi, Cochin, !\1adras and Chittagong all have
their Boards of Management. This practice was followed
in 1888 in Aden, which was then under the Government of
Bombay, and in that year the Aden Port Trust Act was
pronmlgated. In the following year the Board was appointed
and began to function, taking over the responsibility for the
management of the Harb,our from various Government
officials who had up to that time been in charge.
The Act constitutes 'the Trust and provides for the
appointment of Trustees who are collectively known as the
Board. It describes the duties of the Trustees and also
provides for the appointment of a Stipendiary Chairman ' who

is the chief executive officer of the Trust. Financial powers
are assigned to the Chairman and the Trustees under this
Act, and the ultimate financial control by Government of all
major s'pending is ensured. Owing to the enormous importance of a major port to a Province, Government reserved,
under the Act, the right to displace the Trustees and assume
control of the port should the Trustees gravely mismanage
the affairs of the port. This power Was continued on the
transfer of control of the territory in 1937 to the Colonial
Office, when Aden thus became a Crown Colony. The
functions of the Trust are defined and the ,necessary power
to carry out their operations is given to the Board by
the Act.
In Aden the Act is now being revised with a view to
bringing it up to date, in particular with regard to the financial
powers of the Chairman and tht:" Board, for rising prices and
wage increases have now so restricted the authority of the
Chief Executive and the Board under the present Act as to
make frequent reference to Government, on the most trivial
financial matters, an affair of daily occurrence.
So much for the Act or Instrument which gives the Board
power and authority to function-now a word about the
Board.
To give' them their full title it is the Board of
Trustees. The Trustees are appointed by the Governor and '
19
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The Port Trust (continued)

Oiling by barge- THE

UNUSUAL WAY

Taking oil by submarine pipe line-THE

USUAL WAY

serve for a period of two years. In our case their number
has no maximum limit though there is a minimum limit of
six.
They are not stipendiary but they do receive an
honorarium of £2 Ss. Od. for each meeting that they attend.
There is, how~ver, a requirement which at one time may have
been necessary, and that is, that no fee is payable to a Trustee
unless he is present from the beginning to the end of the
meeting. Meetings are held at least twice a month and more
frequently when business ren_ders it necessary. The Chairman,
as would be expected, presides and prepares the agenda for
the Trustees.
Resolutions are implemented immediately
unless, under the terms of the Act, they require the sanction
of the Governor; then it is the duty of the Chairman to
ensure that the necessary sanction is applied for at the earliest
moment.
The Board as now constituted consists of eleven members
who are representatives of business houses, shi'pping interests.
financial interests and Government and Military Departments.
To analyse the Board will be interesting; there is the Government representative, who is the Financial Secretary, the
Royal Air Force representative, two Arab members who
represent trading interests and have much influence in the
Colony and whose advice on local affairs is invaluable, the
Naval representative, three representatives of shipping and
coaling interests (one of whom is a Parsee), the Manager of
the principal Bank, a representative of the oil interests
operating in the port and one Trustee who represents both
trading and shipping interests-not always easy bedfellows.
One · of the Trustees is a ~1aster Mariner, two are engineers,
a fourth a most experienced contractor, so that it will be seen
that the Trustees not only represent all interested parties but

..

\

s.s.

"CARONIA " cruising at Aden

By kind [:ermission of Messrs. Cory Bros. & Co., Ltd., Aden

"

' ,. \=-

T he Port Trust (concluded)

also form a body of technical advisers of great benefit to
the port.
The Chairman has the normal departmental heads to rely
upon for technical advice and he exercises day to day control
over the port and and the staff of the Port Trust. The Port
Officer is in control of the harbour and of the floating craft
and is assisted by a Harbour Master, who is immediately
responsible for the cadre of eleven pilots. The Port Engineer
is responsible for the harbour and shore installations and has
the usual staff of assistants to aid him and manage the workshop. The wharves are, as would be expected, in the hands
of the Wharf Superintendent.
The "Board" arc a body corporate having perpetual
succession and a common seal. The Port Trust is not a
Government Department but an independent organisation
working in harmony and the closest co-operation with the
Government of the Colony for the common good of the
Colony and the port; the prosp~rity of the one being
dependent on the prosperity of the other.
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But before, and before, and ever so long before
A!:lY shape of sailing craft was known,

M.

The Junk and.Dhow had a stern and a bow,

CH RIST MAS CAKE.

D
s.s.

29tl

And a mast and a sail of their own -ahoy! alone!

E RT.

As they crashed across the Oceans on their own!

)IER~lAm .

December 1&90.

RUDYARD KIP LING :

"The Junk and the Dhow"

22

~

"She lost her propeller in the Red Sea ancJ was

tow~d

in for repairs"
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By kind permissiun 0/ Messrs. Cory Bros. & Co., Ltd., Aden

(Left)
New buoy ready for
setting, lying on the
Port workshop quay
(Right)
Assembling a new
buoy in the Port
workshops

BELOW:

(Left)
Cargo working
(Right)
The salvage vessel
PROTECTOR at Aden

(Left)
The white cross of the
main Signal Station
(Right)
The Prince of Wales
Memorial Hall with
the bronze memorials
ofthe 1914-1918 War

BELOW:

(Left)
Well held!
A mooring buoy
(Right)
Watching a P. & o.
from the waterfront
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there is a tendency for ox :md cow hides from Ethiopia to be
shipped direct throagh Djibouti to the United States, and
hides from the Yemen port of Hodeidah.

ADEN, by virtue of her geographical position, attractive
shipping facilities and complete absence of trading restrictions,
is the centre of the Red Sea-Indian Ocean skin business,
although as a Colony her own production is negligible.
Skins are brought to Aden for marketing, selection and
shipping to the consuming countries where they are 'processed.
The principal sources of supply are Ethiopia and Somalia,
Eritrea, British Somaliland, the Yemen and the Aden Protectorate. Aden Colony produces only some three to four
hundred goat and sheep skins a month, these being taken off
animals imported from British Somaliland and butchered
in Aden.
The bulk of the skin exports from Aden, probably not less
that ninety-five per cent., are made up of goat and sheep skins
in almost equal proportions. Theyare used for the production
of light leather such as glace, suede kid, and lining in the
case of goat skins, and grain glove and suede leather in the
case of sheep skins. The next most important skin exported
from Aden is Yemen fur kid skins, which are shipped in
quantity to France and the United Kingdom for processing,
after which they are made up into ladies' fur coats and into
fur rugs. The export of unusual skins, such as leopard,
cheetah and gazelle, is not of any magnitude.
The export, through Aden, of hides is not considerable ~s

The principal tYpes of skins dealt in through Aden are:-
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Blackhead Sheep Skins
Berbera Goat Skins

Mainly from British Somaliland
through the port of Berbera.
Some of inferior quality from
Somalia.

Whitehead Sheep Skins
G hizan and Gunfeddah
Goat Skins
Hodeidah Goat Skins

From the Yemen and the Aden
Protectorate.
The b u I k
arri ve by dhow from Red
Sea and Protectorate Ports
though a: small quantity "still
arrives by road from Z~bid
and Taiz.

Yemen Fur Kids

Principally from . the Yemen
districts of Absi and Ibb and
in smaller . quantities from
Dhala in the Aden Protectorate." These skins are
known in the trade as Absis,
Ibbis and Dhalis.

(Left)
Hides in a Lighter

(Right)
Packing skins

leddah Sheep Skins

The turnover is not considerable.

Addis Ababa Butcher
Sheep Skins and Flint
Sheep Skins
Addis Ababa and Bati
Goat Skins

The produce of Ethiopia, and
are still imported for marketing and shipment.
The _
Bati Goat Skins are by far
the best available and com, mand a substantial premium.

Skins are butchered and dried locally in a variety of
different ways according to the district from which they
originate.
In the Yemen the skins are not cut down the
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belly but are left intact after being rolled off the animal ~rom
the neck; this is known as being" cased". The flesh side
of the skin is covered with dry salt as a preservative and all
skins so treated are known as Brined or Dry Salted.
Abyssinian and British Somaliland skins are either sun dried
or shade dried and no salt is used. Such skins are known as
Flint dried.
Curiously enough the old Yemen 'Port of · Mocha, some
hundred miles north of Perim in the Red Sea, has given its
name to the skins from the Red Sea area. The port's name
is used daily all over the world in connection with coffee, in
fact it i~ a household word. Just as no coffee grows near

I

i
I

Skins and Hides (concluded)
the place, sa very f.ew skins ariginate in its immediate neighbaurhand. It was the principal trading centre far caffee and
skins and the part af shipment. Nnw its glary has departed
but nat the name, far the Landan caffee dealer enquires far
" Mocha" while the American skin tanner asks far
"Mocha ".
Althaugh -the principal Aden hauses have their awn
Agencies or Branches and buying and callecting arganisations
in the cauntries af arigin, a cansiderable trade is still dane in
skins imparted by Arab and Samali dealers far direct sale
to the highest bidder. The parcels af · skins are inspected by
the purchasers' representatives and very aften a selectian is
made. This is fallawed by negatiatian thraugh brokers.
When markets aregaad, agreement as to' price is saan reached
and the skins are remaved to' the purchaser's _premises, where
they are very carefully graded and weighed. They are then
packed accarding to' grade and weight and are ready far
shipment.
Shipment takes place to' many different markets, amang
them the big tanneries af Philadelphia where huge quantities
of gO' at skins are handled, alsO' to' Glaversville, in the United
States af America, where tens of thausands af Blackhead
Sheep Skins are pracessed into glaves.
Strangely enaugh
these glnves alsO' bear the trade name af " Machas " sO' there
are really three impartant trade terms derived fram the little
Red Sea part~CafIee, Skins and Glaves. The United Kingdam market is interested in sheep skins from the Red Sea
Area and quantities are turned intO' suede leather at Yea vii
in Samerset. France and Italy are interested in ,b ath Gaat
and Sheep skins llnd, as has already been said, Fur Kid skins
fram the Yemen.

Wrapp:ng skins

Hides in a Warehouse
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The following table of exports from Aden with the declared
values will give an indication of the volume of trade:-

, I

I

Year

1944
1945
1946
1947
1948

Total Exports
Numbers
7,737,666
6,891,981
10,230,127
6,485,020
6,739,634

Value
£
976,188
894,417
1,714,583
1,418,260
1,124,505

THE production of salt by the evaporation of sea water ;s
almost the only and by far the most important local industry.
Long before the advent of the British the local Arabs had
produced salt from small pans on the low lying Northern and
Eastern borders of the Harbour. These pans sufficed to meet
the requirements of the local market but little more, for they
were-and still are-pitiful things, ill-conceived and
uneconomical. Now protected against competition by Colony
enactments ~hich prohibit the sale locally of salt produced
by the big "foreign" salt works, they still provide salt for
the poorest elements of the population who cannot afford
factory purified imported salt and also for the fish salting
industry.
Towards the end of the 19th century the almost rainless
climate of the Aden peninsula and the unusually high per~
centage of sunshine, combined with the salinity of the sea
in the Gulf of Aden and the favourable configuration of the
land, began to interest enterprising manufacturers from
abroad. In 1886 the first commercial Salt Works came into
being through the enterprise of a Sicilian, by name Signor
A. Burgarella. He obtained a lease of marsh-like land almost
midway between Aden and the village of Sheikh Othman
and laid out a scientific system of salt pans of considerable
size. The constant winds which blow across the neck of the

Many varieties of goods and world wide markets, with the
principal Aden dealers being of French, British, Arab, Greek
and 1ewish origin-su,ch is the Aden Skins and Hides business.
May it prosper.
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(Top) The crushing house. Salt drying
out before heaping. The engine houses

A conveyer lor
stacking crushed salt ..

The chutes in the
crushing house
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(Top) Salt barges for loading into seagoing steamers
Wind power for pumping
Pans and heaped salt

Ready for moving
from the pan

The height of
a' salt heap
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Salt (continued)

"

miles from the Inner Harbour where all' the loading is carried
out. so that the topographical advantage is off-set by the
disadvantage of a long tow for the salt barges from the works
to the ship being loaded.
When sea. water is evaporated, only about 77.8 % of the
resulting residue is pure sodium chloride, or as it is more
usually known, Common Salt. The remaining 22.2 % is composed of a number of magnesium salts, some potassium. and
both calcium carbonatl:' and ~alcium sulphate. Now the
object of the manufacturer is to produce as pure a salt as
possible, and this can be done by moving the brine. as the
sea water is called, from pan to pan as evaporation takes place
with a consequent increase in density 6f the brine. Luckily
for the manufacturer and the consumer some of the unwanted
ingredients are precipitated in the early stages of the 'process.
For instance. almost all of the calCium is dropped and left
behind before the density increases to a point where the
Common Salt or sodium chloride begins to crystallize. Again,
after the Common Salt has crystallized some of the unwanted
salts still remain in suspension in the brine which is run off
the crystallizing beds and returns to the sea.
It is a very scientific business requiring the nicest judgment
to determine exactly how long the brine should remain in each
pan to allow the wanted or unwanted salts to separate out
by crystallization.
The Common Salt is dug out of the pans and is stacked
on platforms for three months to drain and dry. In this fonn
it is known in the trade as Coarse Salt. When it has dried
sufficiently, it is conveyed to the crushing mill, where it passes
between fluted rollers rotating in opposite directions and
appears as something very near the article sold across the
counter in the grocer's shop. It tastes the same, but has not
yet acquired that fineness of texture which will come later

penil1sula induced Signor Burgarella to introduce windmills
for lifting the water to the pans. These windmills are still a
conspicuous feature of the landscape to~day, though they have
\ been replaced to a great extent by electric power. This. the
first of the" foreign " plants known as the Italian Salt Works,
is by far the biggest and has a maximum annual production
of 145,000 tons a year.
It was not until 1909 that the Italian example was followed
and then surprisingly enough not by any local merchant. but
by a Khoja from the Bombay Presidency, who laid out the
Indo-Aden Salt Works adjoining the Italian Salt Works. Tt
was, however, considerably smaller, giving a maximum annual
production of 75,000 tons. In 1922 the United Salt Works
and Industries. Ltd., were founded.
They adjoined the
Indo-Aden and were under the control of a relative of the
proprietor of that firm. Their maximum production is 75,000
tons a year, and they have of recent years changed ownership.
being now one of the many interests of the firm of Cowasjee
Dinshaw & Bros., a Parsee house of great repute in Aden
and the ,neighbouring territorie~.
The last and least of the Salt Works (production 60,000 tons
annually) was founded in 1923 at Little Aden and was appropriately named the Little Aden Salt Industrial Company. The
area to be occupied was chosen by the Parsee owners for its
great advantage of lying up a tidal inlet with a deep channel,
and being to a large extent below sea level. Thus there was
a considerable saving in pum'ping, for the ingenious lay-out
of the pans allows them to be fed by gravity from three
reservoirs of a total of 300 acres in extent. into which 200
million gallons of sea water are admitted twice a month.
Unfortunately the Salt Works are situated some five or six
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diesel pumps to lift the water into the upper pans from whi~h
it will flow by gravity to the others, and in all the works,
power is necessary to work the crushing mills.
For many years Aden's main market for salt has been
Bengal-partly because the Bengali preferred Aden Salt .
to that produced in his own country, and partly because the
low cost of production in Aden made it possible for the Aden
firms to ship their salt to Calcutta for a price below that ()f
the Indian produced salt. The pref~rence still exists, but
of recent years competition in India has increased and various
controls have been imposed by the Indian Government,
designed to safeguard ·' the interests of Indian Salt manufacturers and at the same time to permit the import of sufficient.
and only sufficient, "foreign" salt to prevent a salt famine.
How long this state of affairs will continue is uncertain, for
the Aden industry has throughout its history, even when Aden
formed part of the Bombay Presidency, had its periods af
difficulty, but so far the years of plenty have outnumbered the
lean years, and, after all, India is not the only market:
there is Japan and the Far East.
In Aden no attempt has so far been made to utilize the
saIts which are the by-products of the 'process, and which we
have seen are precipitated early in the process, or are allowed
'to flow back into the sea after the formation as a crystalline
deposit of the Common Salt. Whether it would be a commercial proposition to do so or not, is a matter which might
well be examined.
The salt export figures for the last four years are as
follows : -

when the refining process is undertaken.
It is now ready
for ex'p ort from Aden.
Do not let it be thought that all this movement of brine
happens naturally. Far from it, for only at the Little Aden
Salt Industrial Company's works can the contours of the
ground be utilized largely to eliminate pumping. At all the
other works pumping is essential either by electric pumps or

1946
Tons
84,1~6

A fine" boom "at Mukalla

1947
Tons
292,111

1948
Tons
285,099

1949
Tons
235,184
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, are of the first magnitude in power and of great importance,
" lEBEL Teir Light in sight, Sir ", thus, in many ships on most
lyingastheydoon themain track of shipping in the Red Sea. They
nights of the year the Officer of the Watch reports to the
were constructed by French engineers under c-o ntract to- the
Captain when the ship is still 30 miles away from the Light.
Turkish Government. The work was commenced and lights
Coming in range of this powerful 1ight perched on an island
exhibited first in 1903, when the islands were under Turkish
two hundred miles from the Southern end of the Red Sea,
control. After the Turks had been ousted from the Red Sea
ships going out East enter the 350 miles stretch of water in
coasts in the first World War,
which the six main LightMarshag Light at Aden
Great Britain, the principal
houses are controlled from
Aden.
user of these lights, had to
If you look on a map or
take them under her wing.
chart at this island speck,.
They are manned by two
about a mile in diameter,and
Maltese and five Ara b keepers
then at this towering Lightin each Lighthouse. Another
house as you pass, you may
useful member of society in
ask" What is their life like?"
each island is the donkey
"Who looks after them? ;,
which daily brings water from
-that is, if you give them ~
the supply tank near the landthought at all.
ing place up to the keepers'
lebel Teir Light and Abu
quarters.
Ail Light, one hundred
On lebel Teir there is at
miles further south, are
least room to move about and
administered from Aden on
completely uninteresting
behalf of the Ministry of
walks can be endured for a
Transport in London. They
mile or two over broken lava
38

(Left) The complicated
lenses of the modern Light

(Right) lebel Teir
Lighthouse

(Below) lebel Teir
Landing place
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(Lp/t) Elephant's Back Lighthouse. (Above) Elephant's
Back Ridge. (Below) Abu Ail Lighthouse and landing
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Red Sea Lights (continued)

rock in any direction. At the gentle peak to which this island
rises at 700 ft there is a small crater which collects sufficient
rain water to allow the men on the Island to keep a modest flock
of sheep and goats on a few patches of grass. The remainder
of the island is almost pure sulphur
or lava. Fishing off the coast is excellent and the light-keepers are never
short of fish .
It was from lebel Teir in the summer of
1949 that a message came reporting that one
of the keepers, who was under treatment for
diabetes, was running out of insulin. We approached
the R.A .F., who a day or two later most successfully
dropped a new supply within a few yards of the Lighthouse. The Lighthouse-keepers are provided withradio
sets which keep them in touch with the outside world,
and a steady routine of work on maintenance of the
buildings and machinery keeps them busy during the
days. Their only social problem is an occasional attempt by passing dhows to raid the drinking water
tanks at night, a despicable trick by any standard.
Abu Ail or, to use its proper but little used name,
Quoin Island, is a very steep rock on which the only
flat piece of ground is at the landing place. You would
have difficulty in fitting a tennis court here. From the
landing place the path to the Light, 400 feet above, is
very steep, frequently breaking into a staircase. The
Maltese Lightkeeper in charge has worked this light since 1915,
and to-day has his son as assistant.
These two Red Sea Lighthouses are visited by a small
steamer from Aden roughly ten or twelve times a year. The

ship takes food, mails, fodder for the donkey, and water which
is pumped ashore into the tanks on the beach. Owing to
risk of bad weather periods when the ship might not be able to
make the relief, at least three months' supply of food and
four months' supply of water is kept on the islands.
The Maltese Keepers are allowed three months' leave a
year, during which they generally go home to Malta.
One hundred miles south of A bu Ail, right in the bottleneck exit of the Red Sea, lies the island
of Perim. For many years a flourishing
coaling station with a good, but rather
small natural harbour, its days were
numbered with the closing of the coaling
station in 1937. Ruined buildings still
lend the place an air of occupation from
a mile or two away, but ashorel all is
desolation. There is a small fishing village
of about 200 souls, a few policemen and
\ the Lighthouse-keepers. They tend Balfe
Point Light, with a range of 12 miles, on
the Western end of the island and High
Light, with a range of 22 miles, situated
on the highest point of the island fairly
near the Eastern end. These lights are
operated by the Aden Port Trust and
are controlled and maintained from
Aden. The staff is all Arab recruited
.
from Aden. ,
Lighthouse Pet
That these lights are necessary to warn
ships to keep away from this rocky island, round which strong
tides and currents meet and swirl, is proved by the stranding of
two big Gargo ships on this island in 1949. Luckily both got off
after many days' work with a salvage steamer to help.
41
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Sunday
Morning
Relaxation

Outward
Bound for
Berbera

, .

. a~cessible by road, present no probleins of maintenance and
relief. On passing out of sight of Ras Marshag going East,
you will see no more lighthouses until approaching the coasts
of India or Ceylon where you will find, as in the lighthouse
systems all over the world, the same variation of locality, some
lights incredibly remote, others almost urban, and the same
steady devotion to duty that binds all lighthouse men to a
service in which the majority spend all their working lives.

Red Sea Lights (concluded)

At Aden) in addition to the numerous buoy lights, leading
marks and pier-head lanterns in the Harbour, there are the
two major Lighthouses at Elephant's Back and Ras Marshag
controlled by the Aden Port Trust. Each of 20 miles range,
they guard the Western and Eastern ends of the Aden peninsula.
They are manned by Aden Arabs and, being easily

HARBOUR

A Red Sea Dhow
at Maala
43

LUKE THOMAS & CO., LTD.

Thomas wrote: "I saw no prospect of personally benefiting
by such business, and as a fact it did not pay until after it
had been some years in operation. Nevertheless, I undertook
it and I believe the suggestor's desire for the welfare of his
men was to some extent realised, and in course of time I was

THE firm of Luke Thomas & Company, Limited, owes its
foundation to the foresight and energy of Captain Luke
Thomas whose connection with Aden was almost uninterrupted from the date of its occupation by British Forces in
1839 until his death in 1886.
In his early days in Aden Captain Luke Thomas held the
appointment of Agent to the P. & O.S.N. Company for nearly
20 years.
During that time he organised a successful
system of labour from amongst the Arabs of the interior; an
undertaking which was until then considered as almost
impracticable. This achievement, the fruit of years of
labour, tact and perseverance, was highl.y appreciated by the
authorities, who fully understood its importance, for until then
the Government had pad to import labour at great cost.
The first business he entered into on his own account was
a Banking Exchange Agency, initiated at the suggestion of
General George Macan, then a Major commanding the Second
Bombay Europeans, who is reported to have been "conscious
that his men should have the means of remitting home to their .
friends money which might otherwise be spent in drink to
their own detriment".
At a later date Captain Luke

Lighter under construction in the
Floating Dock owned by the Company
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rewarded by the business expanding into one of considerable
importance, now generally and largely appreciated by all
classes of the community".
His next undertaking was the introduction of water
condensers for distilling fresh from salt water. These condensers were subsequently made over to the P. & O.S.N.
Company, but he followed the scheme up afterwards on a
It is interesting to note · that Captain
much larger scale.
Luke Thomas actually invented, and was granted Letters
Patent in 1868 for, an " Apparatus to be used alongshore for
the distillation of pure from sal~ water or water impregnated
with earthy or other matters". The main innovation was the
placing of the condenser proper under the sea which provided
the cooling and dispensed with the outer shell or casing
of the condenser, also in the words of Letters Patent "the
use by my peculiar arrangement of the steam pressure to force
the distilled water into a tank or reservoir ashore". Apparatus ,
of this type was in use for many years until superseded by
plant with more efficient cooling methods giving more
economical working.
Captain Luke Thomas next turned his attention to the
manufacture of ice and "after many failures and much
expense succeeded in mastering that operation and it is
admitted that the ice produced is of very superior quality".
It was some years later that a customer, indicating that he
could obtain ice cheaper elsewhere, was told that it could not
be of such good quality, so he pointed out that he wanted the
ice not to look at, but to cool some bottles.
The first telegraph system in Aden was introduced by him.
It is on record that" to facilitate the communication between
the Point and the Town (with the permission of the then
Political Resident) I erected an Electric Telegraph between

..
CAPTAIN LUKE THOMAS
those places, thf:' value of which is proved by the use made
of it (in 1872) by the Government and general public ".
He records that there was little encouragement- when he
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elicited from the numerous petItIOns and memorials they
organised from 1884 onwards, were rewarded by the passing
of the Aden Port Trust Act in 1888, and in the same year
the "Company's Manager at Aden was appointed by the
Resident as one of the first Trustees of the Port.
With the Port Trust now in being, the dredging of the
Inner Harbour was undertaken. Until this was completed,
coaling used to take place in the Outer Harbour, and more
than one lighter was lost in what must have been a f~irly
hazardous operation in monsoon weather. It is not surprising
that on occasions coolies refused to go out on laden lighters
to await the arrival of a ship, as was the custom, the overriding interest being to obtain the utmost despatch in the
bunkering. They wanted to see for themselves that the ship
had arrived.
Colliers still call, though never now under sail as in the early
days. Some ships still burn coal, but the rivetting is being displaced by electric welding, and the" Thomas" condenser has
been superseded by a modern distillation plant, and ice
machines are giving way to cold storage, so the world moves
on and Luke Thomas & Company with it.

Luke Thomas & Co., Ltd. (concluded)
established a coal depot, but that after the opening of the
Suez Canal in 1869 the business became of considerable
importance and was "further enhanced by a Contract for
Coaling the vessels of the Royal Navy".
In 1871 a company was formed in London by him and jt
is on record that the new company took over the various
activities hitherto carried on by him at 136, Leadenhall Street,
and in Aden under the style and title of Luke Thomas and
Company.
It also took over the Hedjuff Works at Ad'~n
belonging to Luke Thomas and Mr. Cowasjee Dinshaw.
On February 23rd, 1881, the company was entrusted with
the important appointment of Lloyds Agents at Aden, an
appointment which they hold to this day.
From 1880 until 1889, when the Port Trust -actually came
jnto being, there was great agitation at Aden and at home
for the formation of a " harbour trust for the Port, on which
the commercial community should be suitably re'presented and
to which should be entrusted the duties of administering the
Port funds and carrying out the needful improvements"
which were chiefly the dredging of the harbour. A newspaper
of the period optimistically writes: "We may rely almost
with certainty that when the operation of deepening the harbour is carried out the coaling will be done alongside jetties
provided with appliances for lowering the coal into the
bunkers, which will give rise to the minimum of annoyance in
the matter of dust". Apparently military considerations had
hitherto over-ruled the commercial, as it was claimed that the
" batteries which lie hidden in the masses of igneous rock overlooking the harbour would have their usefulness nullified if
an enemy's vessel could get in close below them ".
The efforts of the Commercial community, as may be
46

The town of Crater , Aden

.. Boys in Blue" are not, as might be thought, the youthful
pupils of a Nautical Training College, but the inhabitants of a
particularly interesting region of the Aden Protectorate.
Strangely enough, little is known about them, despite the fact
that this region is one of the only two areas in the Aden
Protectorate served by a Civilian Air Line.
" Boys in Blue" was the name given to the Audhali tribe
of South-West Arabia by the late Lord Lamington, who
never lost an opportunity of paying the tribe a visit. In those
days--ten or fifteen years ago-all the men, young and old,
of the tribe dressed in the traditional kilt of indigo dyed cotton
cloth held at the waist by a cartridge belt, with a shawl of
the same material worn over the shoulders like a Highland
plaid. The costume was completed by a silver dagger with
.comelian studded hilt, a rifle of any make and age, and a
strip of blue cloth wrapped round the head to confine the oily
locks and in the back of which was stuck some sweet smelling
wild mint. To-day with the spread of civilization the deep
blue of the indigo is rapidl y giving place to the striped and
checked creations of the Indian and J apane~e looms, and
only among the conservative and the elderly is sweet oil used
to anoint the body against the cold of winter and the heat
of the summer sun.
The Audhali territory lies to the North-East of the Colony

of Aden and is physically of considerable interest, for it is
sharply divided into two distinct features. The highlands of
the Dhar or plateau are some 6,750 feet above sea-level and
are separated from the lowland area by a vast cliff . some
3,500 feet in height traversed by only on~ pathway. This
path was constructed many, many years ago with skill and
patience and resembles a giant staircase with uneven steps
of stonework smoothed by the passage of countless men and
beasts. It winds backwards and forwards, taking advantage
of every feature to retain an average gradient which cannot
be lower than 1 in 2, if as low, to finish almost immediately
below its starting point.
That the tribe should have succeeded in maintaining themselves both above and below the escarpment throughout the
centuries is a matter for wonderment. In fact the only time
that the tribe was partially dislodged from their highlands
was earlier in this century during a Yemeni incursion which
developed into an occupation. However, the Yemeni soldiers
never succeeded in making a lasting penetration into the
lowland area of the tribe and their hold on the highlands was
rendered uneasy by stalwart Audhalis who refused to be
pushed permanently over the edge of theiro'wn cliffs, and
maintained a constant guerilla war with the invaders. By the
Treaty of Sana'a in 1934 the Yemeni forces withdrew and the
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The Towers of the Sultan at Zara in the Lowlands
The Village of Bilad-am- Shur in the Highlands

Audhali Sultan and his people are once more in possession
of their ancestral lands.
The Audhalis are a well-grown race of middle height with
small well-shaped feet and hands, as light as a feather on the
slopes of their own hills, up and down which they move with
unbelievable speed, and are of a pleasant deep sunburn
colour when the skin is not obscured by indigo and oil.
Healthy and hardy from the hard life of tilling with primitive
implements, many of them come to Aden to enlist in the
Aden Protectorate Levies or the ' Government Guards, or
indeed to enter domestic service, and excellent servants they
make. Fortunately for their peace of mind, but unfortunately
for their wage earning value, education is practically nonexistent in their homeland. Even more regrettable, there are
.no 'p ermanent medical facilities. The Protectorate Medic31
Officers tour the area from time to time and small supplies
of dr:ugs are maintained in one of two of the larger villages
under the care ·of a dispenser, but the effort is smallwoefully small.
The architecture of the highlands is formidable in structure
and, from a distance, fairy-tale like in appearance, for there
the towns and villages are built on the top of the low rounded
hills, and consist of a cluster of stone and mud dwellings
from the midst of which rise the tall square towers of dressed
dry coarse stone of the w~ll-to-do. From a distance these
towers have im appearance of lightness-almost ethereal-due
to the clear cool atmosphere which effectively disguises the
tremendous nature of their construction and their great
defensive strength. They are often as many as five storeys ·;n
height, with a flat open roof surrounded by a low parapet.
The ground floor is a stable and byre for the cows, the next
quarters for servants, above that the male reception rooms
and then a storey for the domest'ic quarters of the owner, the

o

" Boys in Blue" (continued)

same motive of protection as caused the highland builders to
choose the rounded hilltops-a motive which is now happily
much less potent.
The region is so far purely agricultural, though traces of
iron and lead ore do appear on the hills, and the irrigation 1S
from well and seasonal flood water in both the highlands and
the lowlands. The seasonal floods are used exclusively for the
growing of grain crops which in good years more than suffice
to meet the needs of the local population. Unfortunately. however, the good years are not constant and much suffering and
poverty occur when the rains fail. This is now being large1y
offset by vegetable cultivation from well-water supplies. both
in the highlands where the vegetable and stone-fruits are
ready for market in the mid- and late-summer, and in the, lowlands where the season flourishes in the cold winter months.
The varieties of western vegetables. such as tomatoes, cabbages, cauliflowers, carrots, beans, lettuce and cucumber, to
name but a few, can be grown throughou-t the Audhali tribal
area practically all the year round.
Vegetable cultivation and fruit growing is a recent venture,
proving very successful, and the greatest credit is due to the
Department of Agriculture of the Aden Government which
has sponsored the scheme. The potentialities for expansion
are immense, and are limited only by the market, which is
at present confined almost entirely to the needs of the Colony
of Aden. The greatest market of all should, of course, be
the shipping using the Port of Aden, but old ideas and
prejudices take a long time to overcome. and for so great a
time has Aden been looked upon as a barren rock from which

upper storey next below the roof is reserved for the ladies
of the household. Small apertures give light to the rooms.
-too narrow to be shot through from without, but wide enough
to shoot through from within, and are closed with wooden
shutters. The more modern dwellings indicate the great
advance which has been made in security of recent years, for
the slits-they are no more --- of the older towers have given
place to wide ·windows in the upper storeys, glazed with blue
and orange glass which gives a 'pleasant cool appearance from
inside, and protects the eyes from the glare of the summer sun.
The lowland villages are of the same form, but owing to
the very rugged nature of the hills, which renders them'
unsuitable for building, are sited in wide open spaces with the

A Highland Garden and its owner
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must green vegetables be brought from overseas; far from it,
for now Aden will be the market from which to -obtain these
essentials to human well-bein~.
Transport difficulties have been surmounted hy the use of
air-lift for the highland produce, and lorries for the lowland
crops. Aden Airways, Ltd., a subsidiary of B.O.A.C .• already
run a regular weekly service of passenger and freight planes
to Mukeiras. the highland airport, and the lateral distanoe
between Aden and Mukeiras of _approximately 100 miles is
covered in hardly more than half an hour. This means that
the vegetables and fruit can be picked at dawn, crated and
delivered in Aden before mid-day fresh and ready for ship"'
ment. ,. Cold storage facilities already existin Aden, so storage
to await shippers' convenience presents no problem.
The lorry route from the lowlands runs through some of the

little was to be expected other than heat and dust, that even
to-day the principal shipping companies are unaware that
they can obtain from Aden supplies of fresh vegetables of
excellent quality, in quantities of at least 20 tons a day.
Naturally it would not be possible immediately to obtain a
quantity of this magnitude, for the wise policy of the Department of Agriculture is to grow for the market. Therefore,
adequate notice of expected requirements is essential. The
Department. however, can guarantee to produce in Aden the
limited quantities mentioned within six to eight months -of
an order being placed, and of course, the supply would from
then be continuous. Thus should (;lny interested concern ask
for ten tons a week from, say, January, 1951, -this would be
forthcoming and of sound quality at very favourable rates.
Aden is changing. and changing for the better. No longer

(Left)
Ploughing
in the
Highlands

( Right;
Feeding
oxen by
hand
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" Boys in Blue
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(concluded)

roughest country in the Protectorate. It crosses wide plains
covered with camel thorn, between ridges of rugged hills to
the Arqub, which is the black lava-strewn area of weird sha'ped
foothills giving access to the wide sandy coastal regions. The
2,000 foot drop is negotiated by means of an adequate road
constructed by military labour during the world war. It is
now maintained by the Audhali and Fadli Sultans, the two
tribal rulers who control the traffic passing along it. The
former is particularly concerned with the upper stretches, and
the latter with the coastal portion between Shukra, his capital,
and the boundary of the Colony of Aden, a difficult sandy
area some 70 miles in length.
Half way between Shukra and Aden lies the district of
Abiyan, where a major agricultural project is being developed
The scheme, which 1S
by the Department of Agriculture.
mainly concerned with irrigation work, is designed to bring
many thousands of acres of land under cultivation, and it may
in the course of time have a considerable bearing on the
prosperity of the Protectorate and the Colony, for the area can
produce cotton of high grade and other valuable crops. The
project is, however still in its infancy, so that full description
of the work already completed, and future prospects, must be
left to a later date, and to a more qualified writer.
Though the main development. work is still to be done, not
many people outside Aden know that the melon production
from the Abiyan area is already on a very large scale. Up to
now the market has been practically limited by the requirements of the Colony of Aden, for few outside it realize that
with notice of no more than six months, several tons of melons

Jews from the Yemen at Zara
on their way to Palestine, via Aden
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could be made available daily for supply to ships using the
Port of Aden-melons of fine quality and species whiCI1
would be considered and priced as luxuries in the United
Kingdom. Cantaloups from October to December, HoneyDews, Musks and Sweet Melons from May to December, with
the less aristocratic, but undeniably palatable water-melons
at their best also from May to December: ail within a radius
of forty-1;ive miles from the Port, thus greatly simplifying the
transport problem. The rates are low, almost unbelievably
so, but then melons are not a luxury in these parts; they are
too usual a feature of the local vegetable market.
Within the same radius comes the more usual banana, and
side by side with it that t~ly delightful Eastern ~ fruit th~
papaya, which, owing to its digestive qualities due to the high
percentage of 'pepsin in its delica'te peach-coloured flesh, is
favoured as a breakfast fruit to be eaten with lemon and
sugar, or possibly a little powdered ginger. The papaya has its
firm addicts just as has the Avocado pear; to some simple tastes
the former is a delicacy while the latter is positively nauseous.
Let us return for a moment to the clear cool air of the
highlands and notice the increasing signs of almond and stonefruit cultivation. PlUIDS, grapes, apricots and peaches are
already far beyond the experimental growth stage and their
more extensive cultivation depends only on market demands.
How wise not to overgrow, yet how long will it be before the
outside world realizes that Aden is a place not to take
vegetables to, but to obtain them from. So for the time being
farewell to the" Boys in Blue ", their blue may be fading, but
the yellow of their grape and apricot, and the green of their
homely cabbage and lettuce, are becoming more and more
intense, while the memory of their friendliness and kindness is
indelible.

Conversation Piece
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THE ASSAULT OF ADEN
- 15t3 A.D.
f rom " I NDIES ADVENTURE" by Elaine Sancean

No use parleying with the Moors of Aden, Albuquerque and his
agreed. They would only come to terms at the point of
captains
the sword . . . Aden was a fair sight in the morning sunshine. It had
crenallated walls along the beach, and " the finest J;1ouses I have seen
out here " . Behind the town nine castles stood upon nine hills-" for
beauty rather than for use, I think " , says Albuquerque-and beyond
them rose the barren peaks " all rock without a tree or herb". The
Sheikh of Aden was not in town, but his captain, Miramergem, sent
to inquire ~he meaning of tbis visit. The Governor replied that he
was on his way to Jiddah to destroy the Soldan's fleet ... Meanwhile
Aden was invited to surrender, Miramergem refused, and Aden was
assaulted next day. When they landed on the beach ... the ladders
were just too short to reach the battlements . . . It was not long
before the inevitable occurred; the ladders all gave way at once, and
ever yone fell in a heap. This decided the fate of Aden. T he men
upon the beach could not clim\;> up, and those on the wall were
isolated. Some jumped down and broke their legs, others climbed
down on ropes passed up by their companions. Garcia de Sousa
and Jorge da Silveira, the first to climb up, had established themselves
in a turret and were besieged by the enemy .. . The enemy, in admiration of their desperate courage, buried them in stone sepulchres at
the foot of the turrets where ~hey fell. They pl'!.ced upon their graves
the pennons which they had planted on the wall, and carved the word
"Feranghi" on tbeir tombs. Albuquerque saw that without ladders
nothing further could be done.
He recalled his troops and reembarked . . . it was' the fleet rather than the town that would be
besieged if they lingered at Aden .

all

A tribesman and his camel in the Highlands
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The" Big Wheel" at the Fair held annually at the tomb
of SaiyidHashem Bahr in the village of Sheikh Othman
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Men who matter '
BY APPOINTMENT
SCOTCH WHISKY DISTILLERS

TO HM.KINGGEORGEVI

shave with Gillette
When a man's job brings hini
into contact with many people,
a smooth, well-shaven lace
r
. a
IS
necessity! That is why literally
millions
of men
.
use Gillette -

wh0

matter

the world' s fi nest

shaving system.

Blue Gillette Blades

WM
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SAN'DERSON

&

SON

LTD..

QUALITY

STREET.

LEITH

AND

BATH

HOUSE,

PICCADillY,

LONDON

IlDports & Exports
TOT AL VALUE, excluding land trade
from

AUGUST, 1948 to JULY, 1949
- IMPORTS

EXPORTS

MONTH

RUPEES

STERLING

RUPEES

AUGUST, 1948
SEPTEMBER, 1948
OCTOBER, 1948
NOVEMBER, 1948
DECEMBER, 1948
JANUARY, 1949 ...
FEBRUARY, 1949
MARCH, 1949
APRIL, 1949
MAY, 1949
JUNE, 1949
JULY, 1949

310,67,000
288,49,000
293,64,000
244,93,000
274,19,000
374,10,000
325,95,000
365,47,000
386,H,000
405,50,000
394,61,000
267,60,000

2,330,025
2,163,675
2,202,300
1,836,975
2,056,425
2,805,750
2,444,625
2,741,025
2,895,825
3,041,250
2,959,575
· 2,007,000

94,81,000
130,79,000
118,35,000
134,34,000
135,66,000
154,36,000
156,16,000
188,10,000
162,30,000
184,16,000
155,81,000

Rs. 3931,26,000

£29,484,450

Rs. 1717,01,000

102,17~OOO

STERLING
711,075
980,925
887,625
1,007,550
1,117,450
1,157,700
1,171,200
1,310,750
1,217,250
1,381,200
1,168,575
766,275
----

-----
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£12,877,575
- - --

1
SMITHS ROOST

'l\~RULE THE

BY APPOINTMENT
Girl DH(III~'r t o H M Kln9 G(>orgf' VI

BOOTH·S DISTILLERIES LIMITED

Over 50,000
people buy them
every week

OTRf)S

British-made handwound
Smi th s Al arm s are such
firm masters of reluctant
risers and masterpieces of
reliability, style and value.
Be glad to own one!

DRY GIN

Above. NEW DAWN. Combining
every possible refinement. Available with blue or-green cases and
chromium plated fittings or cream
case with gilt fittings. 4" luminous
dial.
THE

ON~ Y

Below. VICTORY. In pastel blue
or green shades with chromium
plated fittings, or cream with gilt
zone and fittings. 4" luminous
and non-luminous dials.

GIN THAT HOLDS THE BLUE

SEAL OF THE INSTITUTE OF HYGIENE

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR
LOCAL SMITHS CLOCKS STOCKISTS
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I.

NUMBER OF

VESSELS (STEAM & MOTOR)
and Country Craft using the port during the months of
NOVEMBER, 1948 to OCTOBER, ] 949

Month

NOVEMBER, 1948
DECEMBER, 1948
JANUARY, 1949
FEBRUARY, 1949
MARCH, 1949
APRIL, 1949 .
MAY, 1949
JUNE, 1949
JULY, 1949
AUGUST, 1949
SEPTEMBER, 1949
OCTOBER, 1949

Country Craft
(Dhows)
NOS.

TONNAGE

220
239
192
201
243
290
274
179
120
108
125
177
2,368

Vessels
under 200 tons

Vessels over
200 tons

Total of all
merchant vessels &
Government vessels

NOS.

TONNAGE

NOS.

TONNAG-E

NOS.

14,237
15,296
13,660
. 13,744
16,230
19,688
17,445
12,712
10,460
. 8,190
9,318
13,475

24
26
19
20
27
26
25
33
20
22
21
35

2,214
2,384
1,405
1,711
2,753
2,696
1,799
3,318
1,516
2,016
2,105
2,730

263
221
326
268
295
315
346
324
320
373
320
352

1,072,907
966,836
1,399,111
1,199,109
1,302,110
1,374,228
1,508,712
1,381,137
1,429,603
.1,662,257
1,435,474
1,576,997

287
247
345
288
322
341 .
371
357
340
395
341
387

164,455

298

26,647

3,723

16,308,481

4,021

TONNAGE

1,075,121
969,220
1,400,516
1,200,820
1,304,863
1,376,924
1,510,511
1,384,455
1;431,119
1,664,273
1,437,579
1,579,727
-16,335,128
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Astonishing Performance

GREAT ECONOMV
FORKLIFT 40
FORKLIFT 20
H an dl ing

Ti nplate

With

stackable

bar

c r.dle

Current I'· per day

I

ton

Truck

elevatl~g

with

platform

Current 6 . per day
d

2

ton

Truck

with

eleVil.ting

platform

Current 7~id per day

· ELECT~I~ ,

RANSOM ES

~~
TRUCKS
SI MS & JEFFERI ES LTD.,ORWELL WORKS, IPSWIC H
61 .

TRANSHIPMENT
MONTH

CARGO

AUGUST,

PACKAGES
49,589

1948

15,661

Numper of Packa.ges

SEPTEMBER "
OCTOBER

from

NOVEMBER"
DECEMBER

40,153

JANUARY, 1949

24,407

FEBRUARY

29,634

MARCH

76,323

APRIL

28,025

AUGUST 1948
to

JULY 1949

23,255
16,225

MAY

64,966

JUNE

29,547

JULY

35,123

*

TOTAL

. . . . . .. . . . . .

432,908

Particulars of COUNTRY (NATIVE) CRAFT for the Calendar years 1948 and 1949-are shown in the following statement

With Cargo

YEAR
1948
1949

In Ballast

NUMBERS

TONNAGE

2,184
2,084

138,468
146,856

NUMBERS

76
115

62

TOTAL

TONNAGE

NUMBERS

4,390
6,998

2,260'
2,199

TONNAGE

142,858
153,854

WIRE ROPES · NYLON ROPES
HEMP · CORDAGE · CANVAS
SAILCLOTH and CARGO NETS

LIMITED
DONCASTER
EXPORT SALES DEPT. :
52 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, w.e.l
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L. Sa\)On & CO. Ltd

Va n I111
Heusen 1111
T HE

WORL D 'S

STEAMER POINT

ADEN
(Registered Office: 24 St. Mary Axe, London, E.C.3)

BE S T

STEAMSHIP AGENTS

IIII
1111
IIII

1111
I I
II

Y£raand

*
COAL IMPORTERS

rfo~4

*

Made in England by
HARDING, TILTON & HARTLEY LTD .
LONDON and TAUNTON

()

COAL BUNI(ER
SUPPLIERS

IIII

1I11
IIII

1111
I III

Telegrams :
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Telephone:
332

-
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LUKE THOMAS & COMPANY, LTD.
Established 1871

LLOYDS AGENTS

SHIP REPAIRERS

GOVERNMENT FREIGHT
AGENTS

DISTILLED WATER
SUPPLIERS

SHIPPING AGENTS
GENERAL &1 ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS
COAL BUNKER DEPOT
PROPRIETORS

~

Steamer Point

CONTRACTORS

ADEN
IMPORT &1 GENERAL
AGENTS

Telephone: No. 459
Telegrams : Thomas, Aden

ELECTRIC &1 GAS
WELDING

Head Office:

SUFFOLK HOUSE, 5 LAURENCE POUNTNEY HILL, CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.C.4
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Seven ft. Radial Arm Drilling Machine

Screwcutting in 8" Lathe
Casting being set up on Planing Machine

HE STORY OF Messrs. Luke Thomas &
Co. Ltd. would not be complete without refer-:
ence to the modern developments of the Company.
Visitors to the Company's Works today frequently
express surprise to find such up-to-date equipment
in Aden. There may be found Electric welding
plants, power tools and, in the modern all-electric
machine shop, a 42 in. boring machine, a 7ft.
radial arm drilling machine and lathes of all sizes
up to the 32 in. Le Blond lathe with taper attachment. On the Company'sfloating dock may be seen
new all-welded steel lighters in course of construction, while the electric slipway takes care ofsmaller
craft. In the foundry may be witnessed the versatility of the native craftsman who has turned out
any thing from small sections ofswitchgear required
locally to the largest items that the ma9hine shop
can handle for urgent repairs to Ocean Liners.
All departments are under-the personal supervision
of British Engineers.

T

18" Diameter Piston in 32" Lathe

Boring out Camshaft Bearings
on 42" Boring Machine

THIS Is What
I Take for

INDIGESTION
Because . ..
MACLEAN BRAND STOMACH POWDER has a
prompt and pronounced soothing effect in cases of
flatu lence, heartburn, nausea, acidity and stomach pains
due to indigestion.
MACLEAN BRAND STOMACH POWDER is prepared
from special carbonates under patented processes which
ensure that the powder is of a high degree of fineness for
rapid assimilation.
MACLEAN BRAND STOMACH POWDER is not only
agreeable to take, but most effective when any particular
food or meal "disagrees" with you.
MACLEAN BRAND STOMACH POWDER - when
taken last thing at night - cleanses the alimentary tract,
and ensures a clear head and settled stomach next day.

MACLEAN

Brand
Stomach 'Powder
Also in Tablet Form-MACLEAN BRAND STOMACH ·tABLETS
Only Genuine if Signed : .. ALEX. C. MACLEAN . ..
Seliing Agent : C. IRELAND (ADEN) LTD. , CAMP. ADEN
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~ACLEAMS
[prnrn®~ilIDrn

. TOOTH PASTE

makes teeth
\Wmil~rn~
Sales Agent· C ·IRELAND (ADEN) LTD· CAMp· ADEN

ADEN.so.I.E.
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Biro Pens

Muncherjee Eduljee Maneckjee
Mitchell Cotts & Co. (Middle East), Ltd.
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British Ropes, Ltd .
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Cory Brothers & Co., Ltd., Aden
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Ransomes Sims & Jefferies, Ltd.
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Wm. Sanderson & Son, Ltd.
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L. Savon & Co., Ltd.
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S. Smith & Sons (England), Ltd.
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John Player & Sons
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Aden has for nearly a hundred years been a port
of call for ships of the B.I. Company:-

SOUTH AFRICA

"
TO ALL
~

EAST AFRICA

~~

AUSTRALIA

EASTWARDS to India, Pakistan, Ceylon, Straits,
China, Japan, Burma and Australasia;
and to the Persian Gulf via Bombay.

NEW ZEALAND
FAR EAST

WESTWARDS to Port Sudan, Egypt, Marseilles,
U.K. and North Continental ports.

JAPAN

SIX CONTINENTS

FLY

SOUTHWARDS to Kenya, Tanganyika, Zanzibar,
Portuguese E. Africa and Natal.

~

BRITISH . BY

These destinations n"lay be . reached either
direct or through connecting RI. Services-,

B-D-A-C

•

•

•

B".S.N. Co. Ltd .• 122 LEADEN HALL ST., LONDON, E.C.l.
AGENTS AT ADEN: COWASJEE, DINSHAW & BROS.
STEAMER POINT.

BRITISH OVERSEAS AIRWAYS CORPORATION WITH QANTAS EMPIRE AIRWAYS
LTD., SO UTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS AND TASMAN EMPIRE AIRWAYS LTD.
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